For applications where it is necessary to change or adjust the rotation speed of the display, Semco offers the variable speed rotator. The speed control has a range from 1/2 to 5 RPM and can be mounted on the side of the rotator or in a remote location. For hanging applications this rotator is available with snap ring. (Specify T100-5C VS SR)

Optional Features:
- Rotation Speeds from 1/2 to 5 RPM (2 RPM Standard Speed)
- Snap-ring for hanging applications
- 110V or 220V, 50 or 60 Cycle motor
- 0 to 8 collector ring/brush assemblies available in 20A or 30A

Dimensions shown are for rotator with (3) 30A collector rings. Add 3/4” to overall height for each additional collector ring. Dimensions for control box not shown.